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Listening version No. 30Section one: this part is a conversation about

applying for a visa. The content is quite easy for the average level

students to understand. It is something like the applicant’s name,

the date, film’s name, novel’s name and the names of daily

necessities. Mainly it takes the form of gap-fill and the speed is not

fast and the pronunciations are clear while the key point in answering

the questions here is to make the fastest response to the words read

and always to give the correct spelling. And also for this is the phase

for the most severe nervousness keeping calm becomes the biggest

task in the case.Section two: in this part there are all multiple choice

questions and a person will introduce something about the student

services offered by the school which are with a wide range of topics.

In dealing with this part I feel it is vitally important that you have to

have a look at as many questions as possible within the given time

limit before the test begins. For the speech is quite long while the

interval between two subdivisions of the section is too short to allow

for a careful study of the rest of the questions it is probably that you

are unable to locate the score points on the tape as you are listening

to it since you are not quite familiar with the questions themselves

yet.Section there: for this part you will hear a piece of academic

material, something concerning the school study, especially for the

exchange of experiences of coping with the academic obstacles or



finding better alternatives from others. The content is about how to

make intelligent and efficient notes, which takes the form of

three-people conversation and is done by the students on campus.

This part also mainly involves the multiple-choice questions and still

you are supposed to make brief but thorough scanning of the

questions beforehand. Moreover, the three-person talk, for its faster

talk speed and more frequent use of small words, demands more

from you in respect of your distinguishing ability of different accents

and thus you can follow the right person to answer the relating

questions.Section four: this part is another long speech and quite

professional one. It is about the psychiatric doctors. A medical

professional introduces about the psychiatric profession like his

current working environment, responsibility and the theoretical

analysis of the line of the work, his working objective, working range

and even the qualifications needed for the job. You should be patient

to get every part of the speech to be given while concentrating on the

advance of the plots and fill in the form quickly with the exact words.

Reading Version No. 17It consists four parts .of course ,it is not

difficult ,though i can not get high score because I am too nervous to

concentrate on the test .Section 1 it is about painting course, which is

about who can take in ,the aim, the achievement ,whether the

equipment can be bought or prepared by oneself ,when and where is

held ,and so on .also ,the about 7 T/F questions can be easily found

in the essay. Section 2 there are 2 parts. one is about a bilinguistic

college ,the info. are about who can take up , the faculty (expert ) ,the

course ,benefits ,and course condition ,i.e ,it is not open if it is less



than 12 people ,if the course is not open ,the fee will be returned fully

. Q are about 6-7 multi-choice. can be found in the topic or in the

beginning or end of every phrase . maybe the last one is more

difficult ,"when you can get the fully returned fee? my answer is no

less than 12 people ,but almost all my fellows choose B: the expert

will not found. I think it is not true, because ,the answer and the

question is not at the same position ,also ,there are not relation

between them. I think ,in such test ,we should not speculate. another

is also about a college .includes the convent location, the faculty

,which can help you go though at the beginning , library and other

facilities , underling 5 years old / nursing ,which is first come first

serviced ,and so on . Q are about 6-7 t/f, it is hard to distinguish

which is false ,which is not given. Section 3 first ,you have to face 7

match questions .it is about 8 kinds of courses ,in each part, it tell

clearly about what is to be taught ,you have to match which is about

management ,secretary, beauty ,administration, and so on .I think it

is the easiest part in the reading test. Iin the last parts ,you will read

clearly about Sydney fish market .it tells that the feature, the price ,the

factors influence the price ,i.e, the weather and immigration group

.meanwhile the organization manage the market ,the tourism ,how to

appeal to the tourist . it is easy to understand ,but is is hard to give

precise answers to the following 6-7 T/F questions. From 36-40 ,no

more than 3 words ,the answers can be found in the last two phases

.ACADEMICReading Version No. 17 Writing Version No. 47 Task

one: You are a student in the University. You are going to study

abroad and want to apply for the scholarship of $500 per month.



Please write a letter to the university oficials, xplaining why you want

to apply for the scholarship.Task two: Nowadays TV soap serials are

very popular. It makes a lot of influence on epoples life, community,

neighborhood and so on. Do you agree or disagree?

ACADEMICWriting Version No. 47 Task one: the pie charts below

show the percentage of total music sale shared by different

companies in the year 1990,1995 and 2000. Task two: recent statistics

show that the crimes by the young people in the major city of the

world are on the increase. Give your analysis of the reasons and the

solutions. Speaking In general I think the speaking test can be

divided into four parts or stages even though there are some

exceptions about the procedure.The first: the interviewer will check

your ID and ask for the information like the name and family

situation, educational background, and the work experience.

Though this part is not hard to do we still have to pay enough

attention to it for it is usually taken as the clue for further enquiry and

so here we need to give as correct and fluent answers as possible. Do

remember the first impression you give the interviewer is fairly

important. Try to behave like a good talker.The second: he or she

would raise a question about your understanding of your education

or work.. For example: what do you think are the important things

you have learned from your university teachers? In what way do you

think your university education influenced your current working

performance? Or to what extent do you think your knowledge of

academic major has been used in your work? For these questions you

have to your willingness to talk and thorough knowledge of the



specific subjects but always control your talk within certain range,

that is to say, never go to the point you don’t know much.The

third: the cue card test is always easier than we expected and

prepared for in advance in JIAHUA center. My card is as

follows:Your examiner is taking up a new sport and you’d be

interested in it so you go to find as much information as possible

about the sport.You are going to ask the following information:The

name of the sportThe reasons of starting the sportCostClothing

neededLocationFrequency of taking the sport The fourth: this final

part of the test is always about your future plan or the purpose of

attending the IELTS test. My question was “ how do you mean to

use the IELTS test score since you are attending this test? And the

following question was “ how long are you planning to stay abroad?

” and for my answer to the last question was “ I plan to come back

home to start my career as soon as I complete my study there” he
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